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About This Game

SOF-Raiders is a First Person Shooter with Role Play elements to enhance game play. You start the game in the Tactical
Operations Center where you select one of two available missions. Once the selection is made you head over to the armory and
select two of six available weapons and load out frag and flash bang grenades as well as health packs. You then proceed to the
helipad and mount the mission helicopter to get transported to the target area. After landing you access your data pad to get
maps drone views and intel reports for your operation target. Fight your way to the target and complete your mission. The

enemy will hunt you down so you need to escape to your exfiltration helicopter and return to the Operations Center and prepare
for the next mission. Be aware, your choices will have consequences. There are eight missions to complete to get to the final

battle.
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Title: SOF - RAIDERS
Genre: RPG
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HyperKat
Publisher:
HyperKat
Release Date: 22 Feb, 2019

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel or AMD dual core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidea 740

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Any DirectSound XAudio

English
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HyperKat goes tactical! I played this game through beta, so perhaps more familiar than someone just starting. Raiders is an old
school tactical first person shooter, where you load out and go solo into a variety of ever-changing missions. Everything is
important, including your load out and the decisions that you make. A warning - it can get hairy when you are being sniped at or
strafed! Lot's of fun without too much getting in the way, and the missions are short enough that casual players won't get bored.
Lots of fun.. HyperKat goes tactical! I played this game through beta, so perhaps more familiar than someone just starting.
Raiders is an old school tactical first person shooter, where you load out and go solo into a variety of ever-changing missions.
Everything is important, including your load out and the decisions that you make. A warning - it can get hairy when you are
being sniped at or strafed! Lot's of fun without too much getting in the way, and the missions are short enough that casual
players won't get bored. Lots of fun.. A classic shooter with an immersive environment. The voice over's interjected throughout
the game offer a sense of tactical realism. The interface is clean but customizable. Weapon selection is quick and
straightforward, you don't get bogged in silly customizations and personalization options that drag most other shooters down.

The ability to do the missions you want in the order you want them is enjoyable. There is a true sense of mission progression in
a larger strategic goal, not just going out on the field to kill things.

The BOT AI is surprisingly sophisticated and can be down right vicious at times. The bots seem to adapt to the weapons you
bring on the mission which is unique among most shooters of today. This gives the game a variability that is a welcome change
from the on rails shooters with bots that do the same thing over and over.

The ability to pilot vehicles is a nice touch. Controls are simple and easy to use and allow you to turn you vehicles into weapons.
I like the fact that the vehicles themselves incur damage and are not indestructible.

All in all a decent game and a steal at it's current price. I recommend it for anyone who enjoy a classic first person shooter. It's
hours of fun and I look forward to updates and the evolution of the game which I'm sure will come given the reputation of other
HyperKat games.. A classic shooter with an immersive environment. The voice over's interjected throughout the game offer a
sense of tactical realism. The interface is clean but customizable. Weapon selection is quick and straightforward, you don't get
bogged in silly customizations and personalization options that drag most other shooters down.

The ability to do the missions you want in the order you want them is enjoyable. There is a true sense of mission progression in
a larger strategic goal, not just going out on the field to kill things.

The BOT AI is surprisingly sophisticated and can be down right vicious at times. The bots seem to adapt to the weapons you
bring on the mission which is unique among most shooters of today. This gives the game a variability that is a welcome change
from the on rails shooters with bots that do the same thing over and over.

The ability to pilot vehicles is a nice touch. Controls are simple and easy to use and allow you to turn you vehicles into weapons.
I like the fact that the vehicles themselves incur damage and are not indestructible.

All in all a decent game and a steal at it's current price. I recommend it for anyone who enjoy a classic first person shooter. It's
hours of fun and I look forward to updates and the evolution of the game which I'm sure will come given the reputation of other
HyperKat games.. HyperKat goes tactical! I played this game through beta, so perhaps more familiar than someone just starting.
Raiders is an old school tactical first person shooter, where you load out and go solo into a variety of ever-changing missions.
Everything is important, including your load out and the decisions that you make. A warning - it can get hairy when you are
being sniped at or strafed! Lot's of fun without too much getting in the way, and the missions are short enough that casual
players won't get bored. Lots of fun.. A classic shooter with an immersive environment. The voice over's interjected throughout
the game offer a sense of tactical realism. The interface is clean but customizable. Weapon selection is quick and
straightforward, you don't get bogged in silly customizations and personalization options that drag most other shooters down.

The ability to do the missions you want in the order you want them is enjoyable. There is a true sense of mission progression in
a larger strategic goal, not just going out on the field to kill things.

The BOT AI is surprisingly sophisticated and can be down right vicious at times. The bots seem to adapt to the weapons you
bring on the mission which is unique among most shooters of today. This gives the game a variability that is a welcome change
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from the on rails shooters with bots that do the same thing over and over.

The ability to pilot vehicles is a nice touch. Controls are simple and easy to use and allow you to turn you vehicles into weapons.
I like the fact that the vehicles themselves incur damage and are not indestructible.

All in all a decent game and a steal at it's current price. I recommend it for anyone who enjoy a classic first person shooter. It's
hours of fun and I look forward to updates and the evolution of the game which I'm sure will come given the reputation of other
HyperKat games.. I just play a bit of this, but...That game engine is PRETTY...PRETTY BAD. I don't care that graphic, that is
old school one, sound also. Control? Is fine, just too much buttons, but why enter vehicle is "E", and exit that is "X" key? Never
mind. But problem is game engine, lagging in the base, on battlefield is work fine. Use sniper rifle is fine, shoot some enemies
with M16, and I got CRASH!!! What!!! I bought this mainly is feeling that childhood old school FPS gameplay, BUT this break
it. Thanks?
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